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https://www.como.gov/publicworks/north-stadium-sidewalk/

To whom it may concern,

My name is Daniel Hakes. I am a resident at 1703 Apple Valley Ct, Columbia, MO

65202. I am fairly new to the neighborhood but my wife has grown up here in the Valley

View Garden subdivision. I know the public forum ended on July 2nd but I thought I

would still offer input (since I just found out about this project last Friday). Thank you for

your considerations on improving the accessibility of my neighborhood to the rest of

Columbia. One of the only things I constantly complain to my wife about living in this

part of Columbia is the lack of ways to exit our neighborhood via walking or biking.

Attached is my proposal. Please let me know if you have any questions with my ideas. I

would like to hear any other ideas you have for future projects involving sidewalks and

neighborhood accessibility in my area.

I think having a sidewalk continuously from the I-70 interchange to Break Time on

Stadium Blvd is a great idea! However, in my opinion this would not completely solve

the accessibility issue to the neighborhood. I grew up in Nebraska and was used to

biking all around towns without sidewalks. I rode multiple miles on the side of a busy 2

lane highway without concern because of how wide the shoulders were. However, in

Missouri I noticed the roads do not have much, if anything for shoulders creating an

unsafe atmosphere for bikers. In 2018, Bicycling magazine named Columbia one of the

“Best Bike Cities in America” with a rank of 46. Yet, in 2021, I cannot safely get out of

my neighborhood on a bike without running into busy traffic on Stadium Blvd or the

dangerous curvy road which is the Interstate 70 Drive NW that contains a shoulder only

large enough for a small colony of ants to walk in single file (at the widest part). The

proposed sidewalk would be beneficial to go south into town but it needs more additions

to really give Columbia Independent School, the Four Winds Villages, and Valley View

Garden subdivision full access to the rest of Columbia. Below are the other sidewalk

additions that I believe are necessary.

https://www.como.gov/publicworks/north-stadium-sidewalk/


Proposed Improvements to Sidewalks and Trails
1. Sidewalk along Garden Dr to Interstate 70 Dr NW ~500 feet needed to then connect to…

a. Existing sidewalk ends about 500 feet before Interstate Dr NW
i. I propose the new sidewalk either goes the full 500 feet OR a nice

sidewalk exit added to existing sidewalk and entrance to future sidewalk
along Interstate 70 Drive

2. Sidewalk from Garden Dr to I-70/Stadium Blvd Interchange.
a. No existing sidewalk and road is very dangerous to bikers because of car speed

and lack of shoulders
i. I propose a minimum sidewalk from N Stadium Blvd going west at least

until it hits Garden Dr. That new sidewalk could be placed along the side
of the road from (north side) from N Stadium to the Boone County Fire
Protection District Building entrance. From that entrance going west the
sidewalk could either continue alongside the road but I would personally
prefer it to drop down into the side of the ditch to distance bikers from
traffic. (Having the path initially start along the road is fine because of the
open grass field by the Fire Protection building but going west there are
trees that block driver and biker vision so extra safety precautions would
be necessary.) Continuing through the ditch area going west meets up
nicely with the corner of Garden Dr and Interstate 70 Dr NW.



3. Sidewalk along Busines loop 70 W from North Stadium around to existing sidewalk on
Bus Loop W ~700 feet needed around the curve to Stadium Blvd intersection

a. There exists a sidewalk that I think should be connected to the I-70 Interchange
at Stadium Blvd. This would provide quick and easy access to Business Loop 70
W which leads to connecting bike trails and neighborhoods going to the East. I
believe access going east from the interchange provides more safe opportunities
to get out my neighborhood as well as connects the east and west parts of north
Stadium Blvd.

i. I propose a sidewalk going from the I-70 interchange on N Stadium to the
existing sidewalk on Business Loop 70 W on the southwest corner of the
Columbia Cosmopolitan Recreation Area. Approximately 700-800 feet of
sidewalk is needed.



4. A pedestrian crosswalk needed at Aaron Drive (S of CIS) across Stadium Blvd & a
sidewalk connector between Stadium Blvd to Cosmos fitness trail. (I am pretty sure this
part is listed in the project description with a separate project but I wanted to include it
because I think it would be extremely beneficial. I would like to see this happen soon)

a. I propose a crosswalk from the Aaron Drive sidewalk (south side) across Stadium
Blvd to Cosmo Park and the fitness trail at the park (b).

b. I propose a sidewalk from the proposed (a) Stadium Blvd crosswalk at Aaron
Drive to the Cosmopolitan Recreation fitness trail. The trail can be put where beat
down grass already is because people are currently using that cut across space
anyway. About 100 feet of sidewalk is needed here.

5. Safe crosswalk at Primrose Drive. (Again, I know this is in your plan but I wanted to
stress its importance because cars fly around the corner at the yield sign)

If you need to contact me you can use my email address (dshakes87@gmail.com)
or phone (573-825-7490). Again, thank you for your time and consideration. I look
forward to hearing from you soon.
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